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In this paper we discuss how the shape of the domain $2 affects the 
number of positive solutions of 
-Llu=lf(u) in Q 
u=o on af2. 
(1) 
Here f: R + R is C ’ and Q is a bounded domain in Rm where m > 1. 
Usually, we will consider fixed A though we will sometimes vary A. We will 
pay particular attention to the cases where f(y) = exp y or f(y) = yp and 
A= 1 (where 1 <p < (m + 2)(m -2))‘). Our main result is that there are 
contractible domains Q for which our equations with either of these non- 
linearities have large numbers of solutions (for fixed 1 in the case of the 
exponential nonlinearity). This contrasts with the case where 52 is a ball 
where there are fewer solutions (for m = 2 in the case of the exponential 
nonlinearity). Moreover, for each of these solutions, we show that the 
linearization is invertible. This implies that these solutions continue as 
solutions of nearby equations. In particular, it follows that in a number of 
related equations (many of which arise in applications) may have large 
numbers of solutions on contractible domains. These examples show that 
the number of solutions is affected by the geometry of the domain and not 
just its topology. This makes the problem of the number of solutions of our 
equations appear rather more difficult. In addition, we show that for 
Eq. (1) with f(y) = exp y there may be secondary bifurcation of solutions 
for contractible domains as A varies and not merely a branch changing 
direction. We also show that the above two phenomena can occur in star- 
shaped domains. Here, for fixed A, we do not obtain large numbers of 
solutions but only more than for a ball. These results for star-shaped 
domains are a little surprising because they suggest that the problem of 
nonuniqueness of positive solutions of (1) for f (y) = yp with p less than the 
critical exponent may not be closely related to the problem on nonexistence 
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for p equal to the critical exponent. This seems to contradict a number of 
people’s expectations. Our domains 52 are constructed as connected 
approximations to a finite number of disjoint or touching balls and indeed 
our techniques are rather insensitive to the type of approximations. 
Our results are in fact a little more precise in that we obtain usually an 
exact count of the number of positive solutions which are not large (and an 
exact count of all solutions for sublinear problems). On the other hand, we 
show that for superhear problems the existence of “large” positive 
solutions is a much more subtle problem which depends on the small scale 
structure of Q. We will discuss this briefly. 
In addition, for certain nonlinearities (including the ones in Hess [23] 
and those in some equations in catalysis theory [4]) we show that there 
can be large numbers of stable positive solutions. Here we mean stable as 
solutions of a naturally corresponding parabolic equation. Moreover, these 
stable solutions are less symmetric than the domain Sz. 
Some of these results seem to force us to consider more carefully the 
physical significance of some equations in catalysis theory. We discuss this 
briefly. 
Our main idea can be summarized in the result that, if Q is an 
approximation in a rather general sense to a finite union of disjoint balls, 
then the solutions on Q which are not large very closely resemble those on 
the union of the balls. 
Last, we obtain some very simple results on the uniqueness of positive 
solutions on certain highly symmetric domains. This problem seems to 
require much more work. Indeed, we conjecture that uniqueness holds for 
f(y) = yP if D is convex and 1 < p < (m + 2)(m - 2))‘. 
Hale and Vegas [24] and Vegas [38] have studied related problems for 
Neumann boundary conditions. They study only local problems for 
Neumann boundary conditions. They study problems where the problem 
reduces to a two-dimensional bifurcation equation. Moreover, we obtain 
results for more general domains. Note that Neumann problems (or obli- 
que derivative problems) are rather different from Dirichlet problems. 
First, for Dirichlet problems, certain extension operators always exist. 
These only exist for other boundary conditions under additional 
assumptions. Indeed, under the type of convergence of domains we 
consider, the eigenvalues of the Laplacian under Neumann boundary 
conditions need not vary continuously. An example appears in Courant 
and Hilbert [40, p. 4201. Thus we would not expect our results to hold 
for other boundary conditions unless we strengthen the convergence 
requirements on the domain. 
Our results for linear problems are related to those of Stummel [35] and 
Rauch and Taylor [32]. However, the results in these two references do 
not cover the cases we need. In [28], there is some related work for a 
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modified equation. For linear problems, there was considerable earlier 
work on the dependence of the eigenvalues upon the domain. We mention 
in particular Courant and Hilbert [40], Garabedian and Schiffer [41], 
Necas [44], Babuska and Vyborny [39], and Grigorieff [42]. There is 
also related work in Stummel [45]. 
Mignot, Murat, and Puel [43] have also considered, for the Gelfand 
equation, the main turning point on the solution branch. They consider 
much more regular variation of the domain (in fact, C2 small changes) and 
prove continuity and differentiability of the turning point and obtain a 
formula for the derivative. We obtain continuity under much weaker 
assumptions but do not obtain analogues of the other results. 
There are a number of interesting two-parameter problems which we 
have not solved. Here A becomes large at the same time as 52 degenerates. 
In Section 1, we prove the basic results on existence and uniqueness of 
positive solutions in our special domains. In Section 2, we prove our secon- 
dary bifurcation results. In Sections 3 and 4, we discuss applications of 
physical or mathematical interest. In Section 5, we discuss briefly the 
possible existence of large solutions in the superlinear case. Finally, in 
Section 6, we briefly discuss uniqueness. 
1. MULTIPLICITY OF SOLUTIONS ON SPECIAL DOMAINS 
In this section, we discuss positive solutions on the domain 52, of 
--Au =f(u) in a, 
u=o on 1352,. 
Herefis C’ on R, and there is a q<(mf2)(m-2)-l (q-cc0 if m=2) 
such that l~l-~+’ If’(~)1 is bounded for large y (later, we will show how 
the second assumption can be largely removed). Note that (2) corresponds 
to taking A = 1 in (1). On the 0, we assume that there is a finite union of 
open balls B = lJ;= 1 Bi where the Bi are disjoint and a compact set E of 
measure zero in R” such that the following properties hold 
(i) given any compact subset K of B, Q, 2 K for large n and 
(ii) given any open set K, containing E u lJ;= , Bi, 52, c K, for large 
n. Our assumptions say that 9, is close to B in a rather general sense. 
Choose a ball B such that Q, u B c B for all n. 
Later, we will show that (i) can be weakened still further. Given s and 
the radii of the Bi, it is easy to construct Q,, as above such that each 52, is 
contractible. (We simply join suitable Bi by tubes of small width and, if we 
wish, round off the corners.) 
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THEOREM 1. (i) Assume that u,,EL~(B)~ I@‘,*(B) is a solution of (2) 
(with Q replaced by B) such that the equation 
-Ah-f'(u,)h=O 
has only the trivial solutions in I&“,‘(B). Suppose that sup(q, $m(q- l)} < 
r<2m(m-2))’ (q<r< co tf m=2). For n sufficiently large, (2) has a 
solution u, in I@t,*(Q,) h’ h w tc is close to u0 in L’(B). Moreover, this is the 
only solution in @‘**(Q,,) close to u0 in L’(B). In addition, for large n, the 
eigenvalue problems 
-Ah-f'(u,)h=Ah in B 
h=O on 8B 
-Ak-f’(u,)k=Ik in 52, 
k=O on i3Qn, 
(3) 
have the same number of negative eigenvalues counting multiplicity and zero 
is not an eigenvalue for the second problem for large n. 
(ii) Suppose that K, E >O and let S denote the set of solutions u of (2) 
for D = B such that I(uJI ,, 2 < K. Zf n is large and u, is a solution of (2) (for 
Q = Q,) such that llu,,II 1, 2 < K then there is a v E S such that (Iu, - v/I 1, 2 < E. 
A similar result holds if we replace the )I (I 1, 2 by /I )( r. 
Remarks. (1) If 52 E B and u E &i-*(Q), we can extend u to I@*(& 
by defining it to be zero outside of Sz. Thus we can think of all our 
functions as being in I@*(B). Moreover, when we take the norm of 
functions, we take the norms over all of 8. 
(2) If (2) has only a finite number of solutions on B each of which is 
nondegenerate, then, for n large, (2) on Q2, has exactly this number of 
solutions except possibly for some large solutions. This result follows by 
combining the two parts of the theorem. 
In a number of places, we will need the following lemma. It is well 
known but not easy to find in the literature. It follows by combining 
Theorems 7.10 and 8.15 in Gilbarg and Trudinger [22]. 
LEMMA 1. Zj” p > 2m(m + 2)-l, f E Lp(Q), -Au= f in 52 and 
u E ~4”~ ‘(Q), then ll4I,~,~ G &llf Ilp w h ere m(p) = mp(m -2~) ifp < 4rn and 
m(p) = 03 tfp > irn, Here II lip denotes the usual norm on Lp(Q). Moreover, 
if a, b > 0, the constants K, are independent of Q for Q’s which satisfy 
a < measure 0 < b. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) Step 1. We prove the uniqueness. Assume 
that u,, v, are solutions of (2) for Q = Q, such that U, # v, and u, --, u0 and 
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u, -+ u. in L’(B) as n + co. Since the U, are uniformly bounded in L’(s2,), 
Lemma 1 and a simple boot strapping argument shows that they are 
uniformly bounded in L”(B). A similar result holds for the u,. Now it 
follows easily that U, + u0 in LP(B) for all p < co. 
Let tn=(IIu,--uU,I12)-’ (u,-uu,). Then IIfnl12= 1 ?,E ri/‘y2(Q2,) and 
-4 =S’(e,(x)) t,,, (4) 
where 0,(x) is between u,(x) and u,(x) for all x in Q,. Since u, + u0 in 
L’(B), u, -+ u0 in L’(B) and since the U, and u, are uniformly bounded in 
L”(B), we easily see that lf’(0,(x))l GK, for all n and for all x in Q, and 
thatf’(8,) +f’(u,) in Lp(& f or all p< 00. By (4) it follows that lItnIl i,? is 
uniformly bounded. Hence the t, (or more precisely their natural exten- 
sions) are uniformly bounded in I@‘*2(8). Thus, by choosing a sub- 
sequence, we can ensure that t, - t weakly in I@‘, ‘(8) as n -+ co. Thus, by 
the Sobolev embedding theorem, t, + t strongly in L*(B). Since /lt,l), = 1, 
lltl12 = 1. Thus t # 0. We will show that t E e’, 2(B) and t is a solution of 
- Aw =f’(u,) w (5) 
in B. Suppose 4 E C,“(B). Thus, by our assumptions, if n is large, then 
4 E C,“(Q,,). Hence 
(6) 
for n large. Now t, - t weakly in ri/‘, 2(& and t, + t strongly in L”(g) for 
some $ > 2 (by the Sobolev embedding theorem). Since f’(0,) +f’(u,) in 
Lp(& for all p < co, it follows that f’(0,) t, +f’(u,) t in L’(B) as n -+ co. 
Hence we can pass to the limit in (6) and find that 
(Remember that we can take all the integrations over B). Thus t is a weak 
solution of (4). It remains to prove that t E bi’l,*(B). Suppose 
x,, E p\(B u E). If r is small, the closed ball B,(x,) does not intersect Q, for 
large n. Hence t,(x) = 0 if n is large and x E B,(x,). Hence t(x) = 0 a.e. on 
B,(x,) (since t, --) t in L’(B)). Thus t(x) = 0 a.e. on B\(Bu E). Since 
aB u E has measure zero, t = 0 a.e. on 8’\B. Since B has smooth boundary, 
t E I@‘, ‘(B) cf. [22, p. 1681 or Rauch and Taylor [32, p. 291). Thus t is 
a weak solution of (5) on B with boundary condition t = 0 on aB. This 
contradicts our assumptions. 
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Step 2. We prove the existence of the solution for n large. Define 
i: e’,2(8) + W1-2(B) by iu = x B. This is a norm decreasing linear map if 
we put the norm l/Vu/l 2 + llul12 on I&‘% 2. Analogously, we define a map 
i,: I@‘, 2(8) + W- ‘* 2(1;2,). We define a continuous map L: W- ‘3 ‘(B) + 
ci/‘,2(B) as follows. Iffc W-‘-‘(B), E(f) is the unique weak solution of 
- du = f in B, u = 0 on aB. L(f) is then defined to be L(j)(x) if x E B and 
to be zero otherwise. We then define A: I&‘*2(8) -+ I&‘,‘(B) by 
A(u) = Uf(i(u))). 
This all makes sense because u E LP(B) for all p < 2m(m - 2)-l and hence 
i(u)E Lp(B) for p as above (and thus f(i(u))E W-‘x2(B)). Note that A 
naturally extends to a completely continuous map of L’(8) into I@1,2(8). 
A, is defined analogously (with B replaced by 52,). Since the range of A is 
contained in I&‘, ‘(B), the fixed points of A are contained in e’s 2(B) and 
hence the fixed points of A are the (weak) solutions of (2) (with Q,, 
replaced by B). Moreover A is Frechet differentiable as a map of L’(B) into 
itself. By Lemma 1, it suffices to prove f is a Frtchet differentiable map of 
L’(B) into LP(B) where in < p < r. The proof of this follows from Vainberg 
[36, p. 1681. It is also easy to see that A is completely continuous. Now u,, 
is an isolated fixed of A and u0 has Leray-Schauder index f 1. This follows 
since A is Frtchet differentiable at u0 and since I- A’(u,) has trivial kernel. 
The latter statement follows easily from our assumptions once we recall 
that, since the range of A’(u,) is contained in d”s2(B), the kernel must be 
contained in I@‘* 2(B). Choose 6 > 0 such that u # A(u) if u E L’(B), if 
I/U - ~~11~ < 6, and if u # uO. 
We prove that, if n is large, y# M(u) + (1 -t) A,(u) for 0~ t 6 1, 
u E ci/‘,2(8), and IJu - z+IJr = 6. Suppose not. Then there exist t, E [O, l] 
and U,E I@‘,‘(B) such that IIu,--u~I~,= 6 and 
un = tnA(%z) + (1 -t,) ‘%(%J (7) 
By Lemma 1 and a simple bootstrapping argument, we see the U, are 
uniformly bounded in L”(B) A I@‘, 2(8). Since {u,,} is bounded in 
I&‘.‘(@, we can choose a subsequence converging weakly to u E I@‘v2(8) 
and strongly in L’(B). Hence IIu - ~~11~ = 6. Suppose T is an open ball with 
TE B. Then TE B and T c Q;2, for large n. Thus, by taking the Laplacian of 
(7) on T for n large we see that 
--d%(X) =f(%z(x)) (8) 
if XE T and n is large. (Note that -dA(u)=f(u) on B and 
--AA,(u) =f(u) on 0,). Multiplying (7) by ++E C;(T) and passing to the 
limit we see that 
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Thus -Au = f(o) on T. Hence -Au =f(v) on B. Next we prove that 
v E I@‘, 2(B). Suppose K, is an open neighbourhood of B. Since 52, E K, for 
n large and BG K, and since the tA(u)(x) + (1 - t) A,(u)(x) = 0 if 
x 4 Bus2, (by the definitions of A and A,) we see that u,(x) =O if PI is 
large and x $ K,. Hence, passing to the limit, we see that v(x) = 0 if x +! K,. 
Hence D(X) = 0 a.e. on B\(Bu E). Since E u aB has measure zero, v(x) = 0 
a.e. on B\B. As before, it follows that u E I&‘, 2(B), Hence u = A(v) (by the 
definition of A). Thus contradicts the results of the previous paragraph and 
hence our claim at the start of the paragraph is proved. 
We now complete the proof of the existence of u, for n large. Let B 
denote the ball of radius 6 and centre q, in L’(B). By the result of the 
previous paragraph, 
deg(Z- A,, 0, B) = deg(Z- A, 0, B). (9) 
Here we are thinking of A and A, as maps on L’(B). Since u0 is the only 
fixed point of A in B, it follows that the right hand side of (9) is 
index(Z- A, uO) = + 1 since A is Frechet differentiable on L’(B) and 
I- A’(u,) is invertible. Thus deg(Z- A,, 0, B) # 0 for large n and hence 
there exists u, near u0 in L’(B) such that u,, = A,(u,). Hence the existence 
follows. 
Step 3: Linearizations. First, a very similar (but slightly easier) 
argument to that in the proof of Step 1 shows that -A -f’(u,) Z (on Q, 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions) is invertible for large n. This proves 
one claim. Next, note that there is a K > 0 independent on n such that any 
eigenvalue A of (3) satisfies i >/ -K. This follows easily from the variational 
characterization of the first eigenvalue once we recall that the first eigen- 
value of -A on Q, is nonnegative and that f’(u,(x)) < sup{f’(s): IsI < t} 
on Q, where lu,,(x)l d t for all x E Sz,, and all n. (By the argument in Step 2 
of the proof, t < co.) Let k denote the number of negative eigenvalues of 
-A -f’(u,) Z (on B with Dirichlet boundary conditions). k, is defined 
analogously (with B replaced by 52,). To prove that k, 2 k for large n, we 
argue as follows. By the definition of k, there is a k-dimensional subspace T 
of ri/‘-2(B) such that H(u)=~,~(Vv)*--~‘(~,,)v~<0 on T\{O}. (Tis the 
subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to negative eigen- 
values.) We can approximate each element of a basis for T (in f@‘,*(B)) by 
elements of C,“(B). Thus, by continuity, we obtain a k-dimensional sub- 
space Tof C,“(B)such that H(v)<Oifu~F, ll~ll~,~=l. HenceH(v)<Oon 
T\(O). Since i= is finite-dimensional, there is a compact subset K, of B 
such that supp u G K, for all u E T. Hence, if n is large, supp v E 52, for n 
large. Thus we can think of p as a subspace of I&‘, 2(sZ,) for n large. By the 
dominated convergence theorem and the compactness of the unit ball in 7: 
i f’(u,) u2 + I 
’ u Bf( 0) v2 as n + cc uniformly for v E T, llvll 1, 2 = 1. 
a. 
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Hence we see that, if n is large, 
H”(u)+; lvu12-;fyu,, u2<o 
for uE?+, /IuII,,~= 1. Thus H, is negative on a k-dimensional subspace of 
q’s 2(52,) (except at zero) and hence k, 2 k for large n (by the variational 
characterization of eigenvalues). Suppose now that our result is false. Then, 
by choosing a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that k, 2 k + 1 for 
all large n. Thus for n z n,, the eigenvalue problem (3) has eigenfunctions 
Iv”, j>f2'1' corresponding to negative eigenvalues l,j and such that 
{u,, j}ff/ is orthogonal. Without loss of generality, IIu,, jll 2 = 1 for n 2 n,, 
1 <j< k+ 1. Since 
and since the A,, j are bounded (as they are negative and bounded from 
below), we see that {II,, j} is bounded in I&‘, 2(8). Thus, by choosing sub- 
sequences if necessary, we can assume that {II,,, j};C no converges weakly to 
uj in &‘T ‘(B) and 1, j + Aj as n --+ cc for 1 <j < k + 1. Hence u,, j converges 
strongly in L2(B). Thus llujll 2 = 2 and { uj}fz/ is orthogonal. By using a 
similar limit argument to that in the proof of Step 1, uj~ F@‘* 2(B) and uj is 
an eigenvector of -A -f’(u,) I corresponding to the eigenvalue Aj. Since 
A,, j < 0, Aj < 0. (Note that Aj # 0 by the first part of the proof of Step 3.) 
Hence there are at least k + 1 eigenvalues of -A -f’(u,) I on B 
corresponding to negative eigenvalues. This is impossible since this 
contradicts the definition of k. This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) We prove the result for (1 II,, 2. The proof for 11 (lr is similar but 
easier. We prove that if U, are solutions of (2) for Q = Q,, such that 
lbnll 1.2 1 < K, then a subsequence converges strongly in pl* ‘(3) to a 
solution u of (2) for L2 = B. The result follows easily from this and s simple 
compactness argument. Once we note that a sequence U, as above must be 
bounded in L’(B), the weak convergence in m’s 2(B) to a solution u on B 
follows easily from our earlier arguments. To prove strong convergence, 
note that 
= I B IVu12. 
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Here we used the compactness of the embedding in the Sobolev embedding 
theorem for an exponent less than the critical exponent. Note that the 
proof of the last inequality is the same as the proof of the corresponding 
equality for u,. Hence u,+u weakly in I@‘,‘(8) and ll~~(lr,~-+ IIuI(~,~. Thus 
u, -+ v strongly in l@‘,*(B) as required. 
Remarks. 1. First, we need not make. a growth assumption on f' but 
only the corresponding growth assumption onf: To see this, note that our 
arguments imply that we have a uniform bound in the L” norm for 
solutions u which satisfy /IuI/ 1,2 < K or u is near u,, in L’(B). Here the 
bound is independent of it and off provided that 1 f(y)1 < Cl + C21ylq on 
R. (The bound does depend on C, and C,.) Thus we can modify f for 1 yl 
large so as not to affect the solutions we are studying (because the growth 
rate on f is unchanged) but now f' is bounded on R. This device can also 
be used to improve our growth assumptions on f when m = 2. It suffices to 
assume that If( <C+expClyl’ for some cr<2 and C>O. Here we 
replace closeness in the L’ norm by closeness in the Orlicz norm L6 where 
J(t) = expltlP with CI < /I < 2, and boundedness in w’s 2(8) by boundedness 
in L$(B). This follows easily from our truncation argument once we note 
that, if u is bounded in Li, f(u) is bounded in Lp(& for p > 1 and hence, if 
u is a solution of (2) u is bounded in L”(B). We can in fact use the same 
idea to prove a theorem under no growth assumption on f at all. We 
choose a C2 even convex function 4 such that 1 f(t)l/qS(t) + 0 as (tl + co. 
Then Theorem 1 holds if we replace the L’ norm by the L, norm and 
always look at solutions in L”. The only other difference is that we must 
now delete the first statement of Theorem l(ii). 
2. The proof does not use that B is a finite union of balls with dis- 
joint closures. All we need of B is that B is open, that aB has zero measure, 
and that, if u E I@‘, ‘(8) and U(X) = 0 if x 4 B, then u E I@‘, 2(B). In fact, the 
only reason for choosing a finite union of balls is that, it is usually much 
easier to understand (2) on a ball than on more complicated domains. 
Moreover, we can allow the case where B is a union of disjoint open balls 
Bi, i= 1, . . . . s, but the Bi are not disjoint. (Necessarily only two of the Bi 
can intersect at any one point and there are only a finite number of such 
points {x,}f= I .) To prove that our argument is still valid, we only have to 
prove that if u E I@‘y2(8) and U(X) =0 for x4 B then UE &‘1*2(B). We use 
the notion of capacity (cf. Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [29]). Since {x1 } 
has zero capacity in B, there exists 4, E C?(P) such that $, = 1 in a 
neighbourhood of x, , fB IVd,, ’ 6’ l/n and 0 d 4, Q 1 in B [29]. Note that 
we can assume u is bounded on B since f,(u) + u in fi’, *(B) as n + 00 
(where f, is bounded on R, f,(O) = 0, fn is C ‘, 1 f,(y)1 < 1 on R, f i(y) + 1 
uniformly on compact sets). Note that f,(u) is also zero outside of B. Now 
it is easy to show that (1 - 4,(x)) u + u in k’,*(8) as n + 00. Thus, we see 
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that it suffices to assume that u vanishes in a neighbourhood of x1. 
Repeating the argument, we see that it suffices to assume that u vanishes in 
a neighbourhood of each of the points where the spheres touch. We can 
now complete the argument by approximating uls, for each i. We can do 
this because the supports are now a positive distance apart. The same 
argument (and a much easier converse argument) implies that u E I&‘* ‘(B) 
if and only if ~1 B, E I&‘, *(Bi) for each i. It follows easily from this that u is a 
weak solution of (2) on B if and only if u is a weak solution on each B,. 
Note that this is valid even if the spheres touch. The main reason for the 
interest in allowing touching spheres is that we can do this (at least for two 
touching balls) and keep each 62, star shaped. (For example, we could 
choose each Q, to be the union of balls with a small overlap.) Note that 
such a set is star shaped about any point of their intersection. 
With a little more care, one can do this so that 852, has smooth boun- 
dary and Sz, has an O(m - 1) x Z, symmetry. 
3. One can improve our results on how U, converges to u,,. By apply- 
ing Harnack’s inequality to U, - uO, we see that, if K is compact subset of 
B, then u, -+ u0 uniformly on K. Moreover, one can use barriers (cf. [22, 
p. 1983) to prove that U, + u0 uniformly near “nice” parts of the boundary. 
However, in general, we do not expect U, to converge uniformly to uO. To 
see this, one chooses domains 52, converging in our sense to 52, where IR, is 
reasonably smooth but a, is irregular enough such that the solution of 
-Au = 1 in 52, with Dirichlet boundary conditions is not continuous on all 
of 852,. However, U, is continuous so that U, can not converge uniformly to 
uO. On the other hand, barriers can be used to prove uniform convergence 
for the simplest dumbell problem. 
4. The existence of the U, is ensured if we delete our invertibility 
assumption but assume that index (A, u,,) # 0. Note that one can use the 
product theorem for the degree to show that this index is the product of 
indices on each Bi. Last, condition (i) on the Q,, can be weakened to the 
requirement that there is a compact set K, of B of capacity zero so that 
(i) holds for B replaced by B\K,. Moreover, if f is Lipschitz on R and C ’ 
except at z, our argument is still valid provided that {x E B: u,,(x) = z} has 
measure zero. 
5. Our proof of Step 3 becomes easier to understand if we realize that 
our argument can be used to prove that A,(u,) + A(u) in L’(B) if U, + u in 
L’(B). We did not state it in this form because the fact that we only need 
results of this type for U, uniformly bounded in L”(B) is convenient when 
one does generalizations to cases of weaker growth conditions on f: Note 
that the proof of the result above for A, easily redues to proving an 
analogous convergence result for ( - A ) ~ I. 
If u0 is nonnegative on B, we often want to know whether U, is non- 
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negative on Q,, for large n. If f is nonnegative on R, this is obvious but we 
often want to handle more general situations. Iff(0) 2 0, the weak Harnack 
inequality implies that if B, is a component of B and u0 is nonnegative on 
B, then either u,,(x) > 0 for every XE Bi or u,,(x) =0 for every XE Bi. 
Moreover, the last possibility can only hold iff(0) = 0. If u0 vanishes iden- 
tically on B and if our invertibility conditions holds, then u, must be the 
solution vanishing identically by uniqueness. Thus the result is obvious in 
this case. Let B” denote the union of the components of B on which u0 
vanishes identically and let I, denote the first (weak) eigenvalue of 
-Ah=zIh in B” 
h=O on aBS. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, that f (0) 2 0, 
and u0 is nonnegative on B but does not vanish identically. 
(i) Zf f(0) > 0 or uO(x) > 0 on B or f '(0) < A,, then u, is nonnegative 
on 52, for all large n. 
(ii) If f(0) = 0 and f'(0) > A,, then u, changes sign on a,, for all 
large n. 
Remark. Our assumptions ensure that f’(0) # 1, if B” # 0. 
We summarize a special case of the main result in [ 141 because we use it 
essentially below. Assume that K is a cone in a Banach space E such that 
K-K is dense in E, d: E + E is compact, and C’, A”(K) z K and x0 
is a fixed point of A” in K such that Z-d’(x,) is invertible. Let 
W={s~E:u~+~s~Kforsomesmallpositive~}andletS=~~(-~).It 
is shown in [ 141 that S is a closed subpace of E and 2(x,,) maps S into 
itself. Let C denote the map induced by J’(xO) on E/S. If the spectral 
radius r(C) > 1, then index,(d, uO) = 0. Otherwise, index,(;?, uO) = f 1. 
Here index, denotes the index of the solution relative to the cone K. If, as 
in our case, S has a natural complement 3 which is A”‘(u,) invariant, then 
r(C) = r(A’(u,) 1~). u0 is said to be demi-interior if W= E. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First assume that f( y) B 0 for y 2 0. Let K denote 
the natural cone in L’(B). We will use the degree on the cone K as in [ 141. 
Note that A and A,, map K into itself as does the homotopy we constructed 
joining them. 
We first prove that, if index,(A, u,,) # 0, then u, is nonnegative on IR, for 
large n while, if the index is zero, then u, changes sign on 52, for all large n. 
If B is a suitable small neighbourhood of u,, in L’(B), the same proof as in 
the existence part of Theorem l(i) shows that 
deg,( A,, , 0, B n K) = deg,( A, 0, B n K) = index,( A, uO) (10) 
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for large n. Hence, if index,(A, uO) # 0, then there exists a solution of (2) 
(for Sz = a,) in B n K. In particular, there is a nonnegative solution of (2) 
(for 52 = Q,) near uO. The result follows in this case from the uniqueness in 
Theorem l(i). Conversely, assume that index,(d, uO) = 0. Thus for n large, 
deg,(A,, 0, B n K) = 0 (by (10)). If U, is nonnegative on a,, this and the 
uniqueness in Theorem l(i) imply that index,(Ai,, u,) = 0. However, since 
Qn is connected, our earlier arguments imply that U,(X) > 0 on 52, and thus 
we easily see that U, is demi-interior to K (in our earlier sense). Thus we 
see, by our earlier comments that u,, has index & 1 in K. Hence we have a 
contradiction and thus u,, must change sign in Q,. 
To complete the proof, we must evaluate index,(/l, u,,). If f(0) > 0 or 
more generally U,,(X) > 0 on B, the same argument as in the last part of the 
previous paragraph shows that index,(d, u,,) = + 1 and the result follows 
as in the previous paragraph. In the general case, to evaluate the index, we 
use our comments after the statement of Theorem 2. By an elementary 
calculation, one finds that W= {U E L’(B): U(X) =0 a.e. on B”}. As earlier, 
this is A’(u,) invariant. Here we use that u,(x)>0 on B\B”. Now the 
orthogonal complement to m is M= {UE L’(B): u(x) = 0 on B\B”}. One 
easily sees that M is A’(u,) invariant. Now index,(d, u,,) # 00 
r(A’(uJ I,,,,) < 1. However, on M, A’(u,) =f’(O)( -A)-’ (where we mean 
the Laplacian on B”). Thus we see that index,(d, uO) # 0 if and only if 
f'(O)<L as required. (Note that our other conditions ensure that 
f’(O)>0 iff(O)=O.) 
The condition that f(y) B 0 for y > 0 can be removed by using our earlier 
idea to modify f so that f(y) 2 0 for large y and then choose ~12 0 such 
that f(y) -t cry b0 for y 20. We then define A and A, by using 
(-d + al)-’ (f(u) + au) instead of (-A)-’ f(u). The rest of the argument 
is essentially unchanged. 
Remarks. We can clearly prove an analogue of Theorem 1 (ii) for 
nonnegative solutions. Moreover, one can prove analogues of all the 
remarks after the proof of Theorem 1. Iff(0) > 0 or iff’(0) = 0 one can give 
an alternative proof of Theorem 2 by using a modified f with the property 
that f(x) 2 0 on R. Note that 1, is the first eigenvalue of -A on the largest 
of the balls which make up B”. Our methods can clearly be used for more 
general second-order differential operators and systems. Note, however, 
that, if we lose self-adjointness we can only prove much weaker versions of 
our result on the number of negative eigenvalues of the linearizations, and 
that one can only prove Theorem 2 for systems with appropriate positivity 
properties. Moreover, for some systems with positivity one can still obtain 
stability results by considering the principal eigenvalue. 
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2. BIFURCATION 
In this section, we discuss the case wheref depends smoothly on a scalar 
parameter A. We will only consider the case where f(x, A) = A.(x) though 
our methods work much more generally. Thus we consider the equation 
-Llu=Af(u) in Q 
u=o on ac2. 
(11) 
We assume that Q,, satisfy the assumptions of Section 1. First, suppose 
that u,(l) is a solution of (11) (for S2=B) in L”(B)n kl~~(B) for 
A,~/l~A,, such that u,,(A) depends continuously on I and the 
linearization of (11) at u,,(A) is invertible. Then there is an E > 0 such that 
for each sufficiently large n, (11) (for Q = Q,) has a unique solution u,(A) 
in {MEL’(B): Ilu-u,(A)ll,~e}. H ere r is as in Section 1. Moreover, u,(A) 
depends continuously on I and the corresponding linearization is inver- 
tible. This follows by examining the proofs in Section 1 to check that 
everything can be done uniformly in A. Here we are assuming the 
If( 5 Cl + c,lY1* on R for some q < (m + 2)(m- 2))‘. Otherwise we 
must replace 11 /Ir by an appropriate Orlicz norm. This applies to all the 
results of this section. 
We next consider the case of a simple bifurcation in the sense of Crandall 
and Rabinowitz [73. Thus we assume that (u,, A,) is a solution of (11) for 
L?= B such that (Q, A,) is not nondegenerate but the mapping 
(h, t) + - dh - &,f’(u,,) h - rf(uO) is onto as a map of I@‘, ‘(B) x R -+ 
W-l3 ‘(B). One easily sees that this is equivalent to assuming that the 
linearization of (11) at u0 (for 1= 1,) has a one-dimensional kernel 
spanned by ho and ~J(u,,) h, # 0. Note that there is some freedom in 
the choice of spaces. For example, we could replace ti’, 2(B) by 
T= {ME @‘**(B):AuEL~(B)) and Wp’-2(B) by L”(B). These are the 
spaces we will mainly use. Here we use the norm lldull co on T (for u E T). 
For simplicity, we will also assume that f~ C*(R) and jef”(uo) h3 # 0. This 
seems to be the most important case and is the case where the results are 
tidiest. (In the general case, the situation is a little like that in the pertur- 
bation results of Section 1 of [9]). Note, that, under our growth 
assumption on f, solutions bounded in L’(Q,) are bounded in L”(Q,). 
Moreover, using this and the theory of linear equations, one sees that 
solutions close in L’(sZ,) are close in L”(Q,) (where we are considering 
solutions on the same domain). Here, as in the previous section, the 
constants are independent of n. Thus, we see that we will not lose anything 
by working in Lm(SZn). 
We first consider the problem on B. By our earlier remarks and 
Theorem 2.1 in [ 11, we see that there is an E > 0, a C2 functional 
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I&(-E,&)--,& and a C* function *:(-&,&)~Ro={u~T:Seuho=O} 
such that 4(0)=0, $(O)=O, @(O) =O, 4’(O) =O, 4*(0)#0 and solutions 
of (1) close to (u,,, 1,) in L”(Q) x R are {(u,, + aho + $(a), 1, +4(a)): 
c1 E ( -E, a)}. Note that solutions close in L”(B) are close in T. We prove 
that a similar result holds on 52, (and holds uniformly in n). 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the conditions of Section 1 on the 52, hold, that 
f is C* on R, that (u,, &) is a simple bifurcation point in the above sense, 
and that Se f “(u,) h3 # 0 where h spans the kernel of -A - Jo f ‘(u,) I. Then 
there exists (u,, 2,) close to (u,,, 2,) in L’(B) x R which is a simple bifur- 
cation point in our earlier sense. In addition, there are E > 0, C2 functionals 
q5,:(-E,E)+R, $,,:(-E,E)+R,~{uET,,:~,~~~,=O} such that 
4,(O) = 0, $,(O) = 0, I,&(O) = 0, 4,(O) = 0, d:(O) # 0 and the solutions close to 
(un,An) (for Q=S2,,) are {(u,+ah,++,(a), l,+q5,,(a)):a~(-E,E)}. Here 
h, spans the kernel of -A-,l,f’(u,)Z, T,= {UE fi’,*(Q,): AUE L”(s2,)) 
and the size of the neighbourhood is independent of n. Moreover 4, --t q5 and 
IC/n-+* uniformly on (-&,E) asn+co. 
Remarks. As before, one can remove the growth condition on f by 
replacing 11 )lr by a suitable Orlicz norm. Second, one can prove that 
d:(a) # 0 for a E ( --a, E) (and thus there is only the one turning point). The 
idea to prove this is to differentiate the equation for ($,, 4,) to obtain a 
formula for #z(a) and then use our earlier ideas to prove that #z(a) + &‘(a) 
uniformly on ( -E, E). Third, by our earlier comments, the above solutions 
are the only ones close to (u,, 2,) in L’(B) x R. Thus we do not lose 
anything by working with L”(B) rather than L’(B). 
Prooj Step 1. We prove the existence of (u, 2,). First, we can shrink E 
such that +4*(a) # 0 for Ial 5 E. We assume that a&(a) < 0 for a # 0. The 
other case is similar. Choose a E (-8, 0). Since d’(a) # 0, the operator 
-A - &a)f’($(a)) Z is invertible as a map of T into L”(B) (cf. 114, 
Lemma 11). Here &a) = u. + ah, + $(a) and &a) = I, + &a). 
Hence, by Theorem 1, there exists a solution w, of (11) (for 1= &a) and 
52 = 52,) close to $(a) in L’(B) and the linearization at w, is invertible. 
Consider the branch of solutions of (11) (for 0 = 52,) which starts at 
(w,, $(a)) as we increase 1. By Theorem 1 and the remarks at the start of 
this section, it must stay close to {(t&a), &a)): aE ( -E, E)} in L’(B) x R 
until it gets close to ($(a), &(E)). In particularly by our assumptions on 4, 
the branch must change direction. Since solutions close to {($(a), &a)): 
6 5 (aI 5 E) must have invertible linearizations (and this holds uniformly in 
a), we see that there is a solution (u,, A,) of (11) for 0 = 52, such that 
(u,,,&) is close to (u,,;1,) in L’(B)xR and -A-J,f’(u,)Zis not inver- 
tible (for Q = 52,). Since -A - ,l,f ‘(u,) Z has a one-dimensional kernel, 
similar limit arguments to those in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 1 show 
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that -A - &f’(u,) Z has at most a one-dimensional kernel for large n. (If 
there were a multidimensional kernel we could choose a basis which is L2- 
orthogonal. In the limit, this would be an orthogonal family in the kernel 
of -A - lJ(u,) I). Note that, as earlier, the u, are uniformly bounded in 
L”(Q,) and so we do not have to worry about growth rates. Hence, for 
large n, the kernel of -A - J.,J(un) Z is spanned by h, where llhnllz = 1. As 
in the proof of Theorem 1, h, + ho in L2(& as n + co. In addition, a 
similar argument to the proof of the boundedness of (Ju,\I o. shows that 
llkll m is uniformly bounded. Hence h, -+ h, in LP(B) for all p < co. Since 
u, + u0 in Lp(@ for all p < co, it follows that jnJ(u,) h, --) JBf(uO) h, as 
n + co. (We can think of both integrals as integrals over B.) In particular, 
~n.f(~n)h,+O f or 1 arge n and hence (u,, 1,) is a simple bifurcation point. 
This proves Step 1. Note that the same argument as in the last part of the 
proof shows that jR,f”(u,) hj, # 0 for large n and has the same sign 
jef “(ud 6 
Step 2: Uniform existence of $, and I,$,,. We look for solutions in the 
form (u, + ah, + w, ,I, + t) where w  E R, z {u E T,: IO, uh, = O}. Here 
T,= {u~~j/‘~~(s2,,): Au~L”(s2,)). Define P,: T,+T,, by P,u=u-(u, h,)h,. 
Here ( , ) is the scalar product on L*(B). Let A, = -A - 1, f ‘(u,) Z 
(on T,). Then (u, + crh, + w, & + t) is a solution if and only if (w, t) is a 
solution of 
w = A; l P,,[& Re,(w + ah,) + tf(u, + crh, + w)] 
t=((f(u,)>h,))-‘(-t~f’(~~~(~+~~,~,~,~ 
- (1, + tKRe,(w + ah,), h,)) 
(12) 
(cf. [l, p. 1791). Here when we write Ai1 we mean the inverse of A, 
as a map of R, into fi,={u~L~(Q,,): (u,h,)=O) and Re,(w)= 
f(u,+w)-f(%)-f’(uJw* It is easy to prove that there exist si, s2 > 0 
such that for each large n and for each c1 E [ -si, .si] the right hand 
side of (12) defines a contraction mapping (with constant 4) of 
{WEE?,: lj~ll~~~~} x {tER: ItI 5s2} into itself if we prove that l\A;lll is 
uniformly bounded where we consider A;’ as a map of Z?, into itself. 
Hence, if we prove this estimate, the contraction mapping principle will 
give the uniform existence of II/, and 4, and their regularity follows as in 
the standard proof. (Note that f is a C’ map of L”(f2,) into itself.) 
Thus we have to bound (IA; ’ (I. We first reduce this to establishing the 
corresponding uniform bounds in L2 (rather than L”). Assume the L2 
uniform bounds are true and there exist 2, E i?, such that ~~Z,,~~ co = 1 and 
II y,ll m + cc as n + co where y, = A; ’ Z, (or at least this is true for a sub- 
sequence). Since I(Z is uniformly bounded, the L2 uniform bounds 
ensure that 11 y,ll 2 is uniformly bounded. By the definition of A,, 
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-dy, =f’(u,) y, + Z,. Hence -dy, is uniformly bounded in L*(O,). By 
Lemma 1 we have a uniform bound on ~~~~~~~ where p = 2m(m -2)-l 
(p < co if m = 2). After a finite number of steps, we will obtain a uniform 
bound for IIy,l),. Since this contradicts our assumption, it suffices to 
establish the uniform L* bound. 
To prove the L* bound, note that, since A, is self-adjoint, IIA;‘II -I is 
inf{ I II : il is a nonzero eigenvalue of A, }. This follows since A, has a com- 
pact resolvent. Hence, if our results is false, there exist u, E W’, *(Q,) and 
,u,~Rsuch that ~lo,~12=l; A,o,=~,u,, (u,,h,)=Oandinf{I~~)}=O. By 
choosing a subsequence, we can ensure that p,, +O as n -+ co. By our 
assumptions, p, # 0 for all n. Now -do, -f’(u,) u, = p,u,. By passing to 
the limit as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain that a subsequence of u, 
converges weakly in ri/‘,*(8) to u,, where I/u,,//~= 1, USE mr,*(B), 
Au,-f’(u,) uO=O, and (u,, h,) =O. (Remember that p,, +O as n + co, 
hn -+ ho in L*(8) as n-+ cc, and (u,, h, ) = 0.) This contradicts our 
assumption that -A -f’(u,) Z has a one-dimensional kernel on B. Hence 
we have a contradiction and the result is proved. This completes Step 2 of 
the proof. 
Completion of the prooj: We need to prove that d,Ja) + #(a) and 
cl/,(a) + $(a) in L’(B) uniformly in a. Suppose that a, E C-E,, sl] for all n. 
We will prove that (u, + anhn + $,(an), 1, + d,(a,,)) converges in L’(B) x R. 
This will effectively complete the proof. To prove this, it s&ices to show 
that every subsequence has a convergent subsequence and the limit is 
independent of the choice of subsequence. By our construction [#Jan)1 5 cl 
for all i? and {iin} is uniformly bounded in L”(B) where 
11, = U, + a,h, + $,,(an). Thus, we can argue much as in the proof of Step 1 
of the proof of Theorem 1. We find that by choosing a subsequence if 
necessary, we can ensure that (z?,,, 1, + &,,(a,,)) converges in L’(B) x R (and 
in fact in LP(@ x R for all p < co) to a solution (u, fi) of (11) for R = B. 
Hence ii, - U, -+ u - u0 in L’(B) and thus, since h, --) h, in L’(B) and 
a, -+ a, t+bn(an) + u - u0 - aoh, - w0 in L’(B). Since (@,(a,), h,) = 0, 
(wO,h,)=O while, since Il@,(a,)Ij,<cl for all n, IIw~/~~<E~. (Note that 
+,(a,) will converge to w0 almost everywhere.) Hence WOE R,, and 
llwOll o. 5 s2. Moreover, since Icj,(a)l 5 E, I/l- &,I 5~~. Hence (u, /?) is a 
solution such that 1/?-&l SE* and u= u,+ ah + w0 where W,E& and 
lI%lI 00 s E2. Hence by the uniqueness in the construction of ($(a), d(a)), 
wO= $(a), and P=&+&a). Hence we have shown that a subsequence of 
(ii,, q5,,(an)) converges to (uO+ ah,+ $(a), 4(a)) in L’(B) x R as n + co. 
Hence the limit is independent of the choice of subsequence. Our earlier 
comments imply that (ii,, dn(an)) + (zq, + ah, + $(a), &a)) is n + co. 
Hence, by the definition of ii,, $“(a”) -+ $(a) in t’(B) and #Ja,,) + &a) as 
n + co. Hence the uniform convergence follows. Note that it is possible to 
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give a different proof of the last part by working directly with the equations 
and using that A;’ + A;’ in a suitable generalized sense (where A,, is 
defined in the natural way). 
Last, for this section, we consider one of the next simplest bifurcations. 
As a consequence, we will give examples where there is true secondary 
bifurcation (rather than a branch just changing direction) and show that 
this property is quite stable to perturbations provided that we restruct to 
domains with a suitable symmetry. Note that it will not be stable to 
domain changes where the symmetry is lost. 
The equation we consider is 
-Au=;le” in 52 
u=o on asz, 
(13) 
where Q G R” with m 5 8. In fact, we can replace e” by a large class of 
smooth superlinear convex nonlinearitiesf(u). We assume that B is a union 
of two disjoint balls B,, B, (possibly touching) of the same radius. B is 
invariant under the reflection fi in the hyperplane H with normal parallel 
to the line joining the centres p,, pz of the two balls in B and such that the 
mid-point of p, and p2 is in ZZ. We now assume that the Q,, are as before 
except we make the additional assumption that &Q,, = Q,, for all n, that is, 
Q, is symmetric under the reflection symmetry ii. For convenience, we 
assume that pi + p2 = 0. 
By results in Crandall and Rabinowitz [S] and Amann and Laetsch [2], 
there is a 1, > 0 such that (13) (for a = B) has a positive solution u,(l) for 
OsJ 5 Iz,, such that (i) any other nonnegative solution u1 satisfies 
U, 1 uO(A), (ii) uO(&) is the unique nonnegative solution for ;1= &, (iii) 
there are no nonnegative solutions for A > A,, and (iv) the linearization at 
u,(A) is invertible for I < 1,. u0 is known as the minimal solution. These 
results depend upon the convexity of f and that m 5 8. A word of 
explanation is required here. As in Section 1, to find the solutions on B, we 
merely have to find the solutions on each ball of B and add them together. 
(Note that our assumptions ensure that the balls in B have the same 
radius.) Note also that the results in [2, 81 assume that Q is connected. 
Moreover, from the same ideas, we see that -A --I,, exp uO(&) Z has a 
two-dimensional kernel spanned by a function h, which is zero on B, and 
positive on B, and h2(x)=h,(flx). Thus h, is zero on B, and positive 
on B,. 
Similar properties hold for Q, (which is connected). In this case u,,(n) 
denotes the minimal solution which is defined for 0 < 1~ 2,. The one dif- 
ference is that -A - 2, exp u,(n,,) Z will have a one-dimensional kernel 
spanned by h, where h, is positive on R,. The difference occurs because 52, 
is connected. Note also, by [2], (u,(&), A,) is the only solution of (13) for 
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D = Sz, for which the linearization is degenerate with a nonnegative 
function in the kernel. Last, note that U, (and also uO) are even in the sense 
that u,(A)(i7x) = u,,(A)(x) for XEO, and 0 5 15 I,. This follows because 
otherwise u,(A)(i7x) would also be a solution of (13) which is not larger 
than the minimal solution. 
We now consider our problem in the space of even functions. Thus we 
consider solutions in L”,‘(Q,,) = {U E L”(Q,): u is even}. In this space, on 
B, (13) has solutions {u,(A): 0 5 i 5 A,} such that the linearization at u,(A) 
is invertible for 0 5 A < A,. Moreover, (uO(lO), A,,) is a simple bifurcation 
point in our earlier sense if we work in the space of even functions. 
Technically, we consider our map as a map of F’ x R + Lm,‘( B) where Tp 
denotes the even functions in T. That (u,,(&), 1,) is a simple bifurcation 
point follows, because at (+,(A,,), A,), the kernel in the space of even 
functions is spanned by z = $(h, + h2). Since this is positive on B, one easily 
sees that Se i; exp u,, > 0 and the simplicity of the bifurcation point follows. 
Note that the standard theory [2] applied to B, shows that the branch of 
even solutions “bends back” at (z+,, A,,). In fact 4”(O) < 0 where 4 is defined 
as earlier. Thus by our earlier perturbation results applied to { (uO(A), A): 
0 5 A 5 A,} in the space of even functions we see that, for large n, the branch 
of minimal solutions of (13) for Q = 52, exists up to 1, where 1, is close to 
1, and then bends back. Note that it is easy to generalize our earlier results 
to the space of even functions. In particular, we see that 1, + &, as n + 00, 
{u,(A): 0 5 /Is A,} are uniformly bounded in L”(B) and u,(&,) + uO(&) in 
some exponential Orlicz space as n + co. Moreover, by our results on simple 
bifurcation, there is an E > 0 independent of n such that the even solutions 
close to (u,, A,) in L”(Q,) x R are ((u,+ah,+$,(a), &+$,(a)): la1 5:~). 
Here tin(O) = 0 and d,(O) = 0. Here we use our earlier notation. 
Moreover, these solutions are nondegenerate in the space of even functions 
for tl # 0. To see this, note that the theory of convex operators [2] implies 
that for tl # 0, a degenerate solution must have a corresponding element of 
the kernel which changes sign in Q, (and which is even). Hence, if this 
occurred for a sequence of large n’s, we can find a sequence a, E C--E, E] such 
that a, + a as n + co and some higher eigenvalue of -A - $Ju,,) exp(ii,)Z 
on LzS’(Q,,) is zero. Here iin=u,+crnh,+~,(a,) and $,,(~)=A,+d,(a). 
Since Il,+u(a)zu,+ah,+ @(c() in a suitable Orlicz space and #,,(a,)+&a) 
by Theorem 3, we can argue as in the proof of Step 3 of Theorem 1 to 
deduce that the eigenvalues of Z,(cr,) = -A - ?,(a,) exp(ii,) Z on L2se(Qn) 
approach those of Z(tx) = -A -&a) exp(u, + ah + +(a)) Z on L*,‘(B) 
counting multiplicity. Now the last operator is invertible for small nonzero 
CY (cf. [2] or [7]) and hence our assumption of a zero eigenvalue implies 
that a = 0. Our assumption implies that the second eigenvalue v, of Z,(a,) 
is nonpositive. Hence the second eigenvalue v of Z(a) is nonpositive (by 
continuous dependence). This is impossible because, if c1= 0, the first eigen- 
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value of Z(U) is zero and simple. (Remember that we are working in a 
space of even functions.) Hence our invertibility claim is proved. 
We now consider our operators on all of L* (rather than on even 
functions). Consider Z(E). One easily sees that Z(E) has exactly two 
negative eigenvalues if E is small. Note that Z(E) splits up as a direct sum of 
two operators. Thus, by continuous dependence Z,(E) has two negative 
eigenvalues and no zero eigenvalue for n large. (This contrasts with Z,(O) 
which has a simple zero eigenvalue and no negative eigenvalues.) 
We can now prove that there is a secondary bifurcation point between 
G,(E) = u, + ch,, + $,(E) and U, on the branch of even solutions. To prove 
that, we will show that 
indW(& +h(~)) A,, UE)) = 1, (14) 
where A,(z) = (--A)-’ exp z. Here A is considered as a map of L”(Q,) 
into itself. One easily shows that A, is compact since the natural map of 
L”(i2,) 7 W-‘~~(s2,,) is compact. Assuming (14) for the moment, we will 
prove secondary bifurcation. Now, as is well known [l] the minimal 
solution has index 1 for I < A,. Since our problem has exactly 2 solutions 
close to U, for A near ;1, but less than A,,, the additivity of the degree 
ensures that index((1, + $,(~1)) A,,, ii,(~)) = - 1 for small positive a. Hence 
index (i,(a) A,, ii,(a)) changes sign between small positive a and a = E and 
thus there must be secondary bifurcation off {(ii,(a), $,(a)): 0 5 a 5 E)). As 
n gets large this must occur arbitrarily close to A, (since we can choose E 
small and since $, converges uniformly to 4). 
It remains to prove (14). By a standard formula for the index [303, it 
suffices to prove that (A,, + US,,) Ak(ii,(&)) has exactly two eigenvalues 
larger than 1 (counting multiplicity) and that 1 is not an eigenvalue. Now 
the eigenvalues of this operator are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of 
the problem -Ah = A(& + ~,JE)) exp(ii,(s)) h in I@1*2(sZ,) counting 
multiplicity. (Here we can easily check that the change of space does not 
matter.) Thus we need to prove that the problem 
-Ah - (2, + &(E)) exp(k(s)) h = 41, + tin(~)) ew(fi,(~)) h 
has exactly two negative eigenvalues. This follows from our earlier results 
on Z,(E) once we note that, if L is self-adjoint with compact resolvent and 
invertible and if B is positive, bounded and self-adjoint, then the number of 
negative eigenvalues of Lx = 2Bx is independent of B. This follows easily 
from the variational characterization of eigenvalues. 
We have proved the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Assume that our basic assumptions on the 0, hold, that our 
symmetry assumption on the Q, holds, and that m 5 8. Then, for n large, 
there is a second b$urcation off the branch of even solutions of (13) and this 
secondary bifurcation occurs close to il,, if n is large. 
Remarks. 1. With more care, one can make a complete local analysis 
of the solutions close to (u,, A,). It turns out that nearby there is exactly 
one point of secondary bifurcation and there is a true pitchfork bifurcation 
with branching to the left and no further “bending” of the solution curves. 
Here, what is meant by close is uniform in n (See Fig. 1). 
The idea to prove this is to study the two-dimensional bifurcation 
equation for solutions close to (u,, A,,). One estimates its leading coef- 
ficients by using that they are close to the corresponding coefficients on B 
(where they are easier to calculate). One also uses the Z, symmetry and 
uses the complex degree to show that there can be at most four solutions 
(locally) for each nearby A. 
2. Note that we only need the convexity off for 0 5 ys ~~u,,~~~ and 
that one could prove secondary bifurcation without using the convexity at 
all (though, we would not have as detailed a local understanding). 
3. Our method could be used if B consists of k-balls of equal radius 
and Q, is invariant under a suitable rotation. However, this time one needs 
to use a homotopy index argument to prove that there is secondary 
bifurcation. One can get more information by working in suitable invariant 
subspaces formed using the symmetries but the detailed local solution 
structure is unclear. 
4. Note that, by the results of Saut and Teman [33], secondary 




In this section, we apply the results of Sections 1 and 2 to a number of 
well-known equations and show that the number of positive solutions 
depends on the domain shape. In fact, our results seem to essentially say 
that the only case where the number of positive solutions can possibly be 
independent of domain shape is when the nontrivial positive solution on 
the ball is unique and the trivial solution (if it exists) is an unstable 
solution of the natural corresponding parabolic on the ball. 
We first consider the equation 
-Au=up in Sz 
u=o on XJ, 
(15) 
where 1 <p<(m+2)(m-2))’ (1 <p<cc if m=2). First, assume that 0 
is a ball. Then, by combining results in [ 10, 171, we see that (15) has a uni- 
que positive solution on a ball and this solution is nondegenerate. It 
follows that our problem has exactly 2” - 1 nontrivial positive solutions on 
B and these are all nondegenerate. Here s is the number of disjoint balls 
which form B. Note that we can choose the solution zero on some but not 
all of the balls. Hence, since yp has zero derivative at zero, Theorem 2 
implies that, on Q, for n large, (15) has a large number of positive 
solutions with invertible linearization. In fact, there are exactly 2” - 1 non- 
trivial positive solutions with norm bounded in L’(B) and each of these is 
nondegenerate. We will discuss large solutions in Section 5. In the above 
examples, Sz, can be chosen contractible. By choosing B to be two touching 
balls, we can find examples where Sz, is star-shaped and there are three 
nontrivial nonnegative solutions (and which are nondegenerate). Thus the 
star-shapedness of 52 is not enough to ensure uniqueness. This shows that 
the conditions to ensure uniqueness for p < (m + 2)(m - 2)) ’ are different 
from the conditions which ensure nonexistence of a nontrivial positive 
solution for p = (m + 2)(m - 2))‘. 
Second, we consider the Gelfand equation 
-Au=Le” in Q 
u=o on a52 
(16) 
for Sz c R” with m d 8. We assume that the Q,, satisfy the assumptions at 
the beginning of Section 1. First, assume that m = 2. Now on a ball it is 
known that (16) has exactly two solutions for 1~ & and these two 
solutions are nondegenerate. Moreover, as earlier, there is no solutions 
for A > A, and a unique solution for A = &, (and this last point is a simple 
bifurcation point). Moreover the solution structure looks as in Fig. 2. 
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It follows easily from Theorem 2 that for all but a finite number of I’s in 
(0, A,), there will be 2” solutions of (16) for Q = Q, and n large and these 
are the only solutions not of large L” norm. Here 1, was defined in Sec- 
tion 2. The finite number of A’s are near to the A,‘s for the various balls 
making up B. Moreover, we can obtain more precise results. First, assume 
that s = 2 and that the two balls making up B are of different radius. On B, 
it is easy to see that (15) has exactly two simple bifurcation points and all 
other points are nondegenerate points. (Remember that on B our system is 
really a “direct sum” of the system on the two balls.) Hence we can apply 
our theory in Section 2. We find that for 12 c1 for some fixed tl >O, the 
solutions for Q = Q, not of large norm in L”(B) look as in Fig. 3. 
FIGURE 3 
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Here 2, and A,* are close to & and A,* < 2,. The above result follows 
because a similar result holds on B. Note that the above diagram is slightly 
inaccurate in that it is not clear that the smaller of the two solutions on the 
top branch has larger norm than the larger of the two solutions on the bot- 
tom branch. If the two balls have nearly equal radius, the point (a,*, A,*) 
where the top branch turns around is close to the bottom branch. If the 
balls have very different radii, then the two branches are not close, and all 
the solutions on the top branch have large norm. This follows because all 
the solutions on the small ball for fixed 1 will have large norm. (This last 
result follows because these solutions can be obtained by resealing the ones 
on the ball of radius 1.) It is an interesting open question to decide whether 
the two solution branches join up at small 2. (As n gets large, the point 
where they join up must get smaller and smaller if it occurs at all.) A 
similar result holds if B consists of more than two balls provided they each 
have different radii. (Of course, there are now more solutions.) 
Now consider the case where s = 2, the balls have equal radius, and each 
of the 52,‘s have the same reflection symmetry as at the end of Section 2. In 
this case, if we fixed c( > 0 and look at the solution for 1 z a and not of 
large norm, the results in Section 2 imply that our solutions structure will 
be as in Fig. 4, where the dotted solutions do not preserve the symmetry 
while the others do. 
Note that A,* and 1, are both close to I,. This shows that, for the 
Gelfand equation on star-shaped domains, secondary bifurcation can occur 
arbitrarily close to the first turning point. It would be interesting to know if 
the nonsymmetric branches join up with the symmetric branch for small A. 
h 
II” II 
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One might ask what happens if the balls have equal radii but the 0”‘s do 
not preserve the symmetry. 
Now consider briefly the case where 3 <m 6 8. Here one can prove the 
existence of many solutions and of secondary bifurcation under similar 
hypotheses as before. However, the solution structure is much more com- 
plicated because the solution structure on a ball is much more complicated. 
Recall that, on a ball, the solution structure is as in Fig. 5. 
Moreover, by results in [9, 121, all points are nondegenerate points or 
simple bifurcation points. Let us assume B consists of two balls and each 
52, is star-shaped. If Sz, has the H-symmetry, a modification of our earlier 
ideas implies that there are arbitrarily many points of secondary bifur- 
cation while, if the two balls in B have different radii, there exist two 
distinct A’s where there are many solutions (where the number increases 
with n). It would be interesting to know whether, in this case, there are 
actually an infinite number of solutions for these two I’s. It is clearly 
possible to obtain more detailed information on the solution structure in 
the above cases. 
Before we leave our first two examples, note that in these two cases and 
if the domain is symmetric one can give a short proof of the existence of 
multiple solutions by considering a constrained maximization problem and 
showing that the maximum occurs at a point which breaks the symmetries. 
Similar arguments appear in [ 11,343. However, the present methods work 
more generally and give more information. 
Third, we consider the problem 
-du=Af(u) in Q 
u=o on 80, 
(17) 
where f(0) = 0, f’(0) = 1 and where y-‘f(y) is strictly decreasing on 
[0, co), e.g.,f(y)=y-Y3. Then it is well known that for A>A,(sZ) (17) 
has a unique nontrivial positive solution x,(l, Q). Here A,(Q) denotes the 
II ” II 
> x .h 
FIGURE 5 
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smallest eigenvalue of -d on Q. At first glance, our earlier construction 
seems to produce at least three nontrivial positive solutions on one of our 
domains Q,. However, if we take the solution on B which is x,(2, B, ) on 
one of the balls B, making up B and is zero on the other (where for sim- 
plicity, we are assuming s = 2), we see from Theorem 2 that, if L > A,(&), 
then the solution Z(n) near it must change sign on Q,. Here we are assum- 
ing that il> L,(B,). By using Remark 3 after Theorem 1, we see that Z(L) 
will be near x,(2, B,) on most of B, and will be small on most of B, and 
sometimes negative. This type of solution does not seem to have been 
observed before. Under additional assumptions on the Q,, we could say 
more about these solutions by using the ideas in Remark 3 after 
Theorem 1. 
Fourth, we consider (17) again but now assume that f(0) = 0, f’(0) = 1, 
O<a,<a,<a,,f(y)>O on (O,a,),fvanishes at a,,a,,a,,f(y)<O on 
(a,, a,), f(y) > 0 on (u2, a3), and 1:; f(s) ds > 0. For simplicity assume that 
s= 2. If I is sufficiently large (2 > I,), it is known [36] that (17) (for 
.Q = B,) has a solution u,(n) such that the solution is nondegenerate and 
stable and is the unique positive solution with L” norm close to a3 but less 
than a3. Similarly by [ 131, if 1> I,, there is a unique nontrivial solution 
u*(J) on B2 such that 06 u,(L)<a,. Moreover, this solution is non- 
degenerate and stable. Fix I > max{X,, ;I,}. If n is large, Theorem 2 implies 
that there is a unique positive solution close to the solution of (17) which is 
near ui(J) on B, and u*(lz) on B2. Moreover this solution is nondegenerate 
and stable. In particular, we have examples where 0, has a 2, symmetry 
and is star-shaped but there are stable solutions which do not have the sym- 
metry and persist for relatively large L (in particular, L’s much larger than 
Ii(Q This holds nonuniformly in n because for fixed n, the result in 
[34] implies the uniqueness of the solution which has L” norm close to a3. 
This example suggests that the uniqueness of the solution with L” norm 
close to a3 occurs only for much larger J than for the nontrivial solution in 
the order interval [0, a,]. (Note that for L as above, our theory shows that 
there is a unique nontrivial nonnegative solution of (17) for n large in the 
order interval [0, a,]). In fact, it can be shown that there are at least nine 
nontrivial solutions in the order interval [0, Us] if L is as above and n is 
large. The above examples are also of interest in that they show the limits 
of the Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg Theorem [ 19). 
4. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
In this section, we continue to apply our ideas to examples. In this 
section we apply our ideas to three equations we have studied in early 
papers and which appear in applications. 
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First, we consider the positive solutions of 
-Au=Af(u) in L2, 
u=o on da. 
(18) 
for large 1. Here f(0) = 0, f is C’, and there is a p > 1 such that 
y-J”(y) + a > 0 as y -+ 0. In addition, we assume that p < 
(m + 2)(m - 2))’ if m > 2. If Sz = 52, for n large enough we prove that (18) 
has multiple small positive solutions for all large A. Here Q, satisfies the 
conditions of Section 1. To see this, we look for solutions of the form 
(an)- “(P ‘) u. Then u must satisfy. 
-Au=uP+uPr((~u)-l’(p--l)u) in Q 
u=o on asz, 
(19) 
where f(r) = a~+‘( 1 + r(y)). Suppose that u0 is a nontrivial nonnegative 
solution of 
-Av=up in 52, 
u=o on ao (20) 
which is nondegenerate. Then, for all sufficiently large A, there is a positive 
solution of (19) near u,,. To see this, note that u0 is positive in Q by the 
maximum principle and thus is easily seen to be demi-interior to Lq(Q) for 
all q (where demi-interior is defined in [ 143). If q is large, the map 
A(u) = (-A)-’ up is a completely continuous map of Lq(Q) into L”(Q), by 
standard regularity theory, as earlier. Hence, we see that u0 has the same 
index when considered as a fixed point of A in L”(Q) n K or in Lq(Q) n K, 
where K denotes the set of nonnegative functions in L’(Q). Now A is 
Frechet differentiable on Lq(sZ) by using Vainberg [37, footnote on 
p. 1683. Since I- A’(u,) is invertible by our assumptions and since u,, is 
demi-interior to Lq(sZ), Theorem 1 in [14] ensures that u0 has nonzero 
index in Lq(Q) n K and thus Loo( K. Since yPr(;la)-‘(P-l)y) +O as 
A-+ cc uniformly on bounded sets (and thus the extra term in (19)) is a 
perturbation which is small in L”(Q)), an elementary degree argument 
shows that there is a solution of (19) in L”(Q) n K close to u0 for all large 
A. Thus, we see that, for large A, the number of nontrivial positive small 
solutions of (18) is at least as large as the number of nontrivial positive 
solutions of (20) which are nondegenerate. Hence our claim follows from 
the discussion at the beginning of Section 3. 
By our earlier remarks we see that there may be at least three small 
positive solutions for a star-shaped Q. If y’ - pf’(y) + pa as y + 0, it is not 
difficult to show that there is a unique solution of (18) near u,, for large A. 
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In some cases, one can combine this result with the results in [13] to 
determine the exact number of positive solutions of (18) for large A. 
In addition, to our assumptions onf, assume that f( y) + C > 0 as y -+ co 
and yf’( y) -+ 0 as y -+ co. For Q a ball, the results in [ 131 imply that for 
large i there is a positive solution u,(A) of large norm and which is non- 
degenerate. Hence, by Theorem 2, if Q = Q,, for n large and s = 2, there is a 
stable positive solution which is close to u,(A) on B, and close to zero on 
B, (where B = B, u B2). This shows that, in the results in [ 131 on the num- 
ber of solutions for large A, what is meant by large 1 depends essentially on 
the shape of the domain (even for star-shaped domains). If y’- pf’(y) --) ap 
as y + 0, we can use Theorem 2 and some simple a priori bounds to find 
exactly how many solutions (2) has for Q = Q, with n large (and fixed but 
large A). Once again, there seems to be an interesting two-parameter 
problem here. 
Second, we consider the nonnegative solutions of system 
-Au=u(a-bu-cu) in Q 
-dAv=v(e-fu-gv) in Q 
u=u=o on ao. 
(21) 
This system is studied in [lo] and arises in competing species models with 
diffusion. Here a, 6, c, d, e, f, g are positive constants. In fact, we rescale so 
that b = g = 1 but we will not bother to do this (since it was not done in 
[lo]). We take the other constants fixed and let d tend to zero. Then it is 
proved in [lo] that, for small positive d, the number of strictly positive 
solutions of (21) is at least as large as the number of nontrivial positive 
isolated solutions of nonzero index (in the natural cone K) for the equation 
-Au=uk(u) in 52 
(22) 
u=o on asz. 
Here k:R+R is defined by k(y)=a-by-cg-‘(e-fy)+. Note that a 
solution of the system (21) is said to be strictly positive if both components 
are positive in all of 51. Suppose a = cg -le. Then yk(y) = (cg-‘f- b) y* for 
y <f-‘e. Thus by a suitable choice of coefficients, we can ensure that 
yk(y) = y* for y < K where R is large. Thus, by the results of Section 3, we 
can construct Q such that (22) has many nondegenerate positive solutions 
if m < 5. Thus, as before, these solutions have nonzero index in K and 
hence, for this choice of coefficients, (21) has many strictly positive 
solutions for all small positive d. Once again we need that m < 5. 
There is a second method for constructing many strictly positive 
solutions by working directly with (21). We sketch this. Suppose 
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(uch u,,) E K@ K is a solution of (21) of nonzero index in K@ K for 52 = B, 
(in the space L”(B,)@L”(B,)) and that (u,, u,) is a similar solution for 
52 = B,. Let B = B, u B,. Then, much as before, one can show that there is 





and 6 is defined analogously. Here Q,, are as in Section 1. Moreover, one 
easily sees that (u,, u,) is a strictly positive solution if (i) u0 or u, does not 
vanish identically and (ii) u0 or u1 does not vanish identically. Using this 
result, it is easy to give examples showing that the number of strictly 
positive solutions (and even the number of stable strictly positive solutions) 
can be large whenever the solutions (U, 0) and (0,V) both exist (and neither 
is (0, 0)), are both nondegenerate, and at least one of them is stable (for the 
natural corresponding parabolic). Note that, as in [lo], the stability of 
(u, 0) determines whether it has nonzero index in K@K and that, in the 
most interesting case where (~7, 0) and (0, 6) are both unstable, our method 
does not imply the existence of many solutions. Note that the arguments of 
this paragraph do not need a restriction on m. 
Third, consider the equations. 
-Au=a(l +u)Pexp(-y(l +u))‘) 
Au= -c@(l +u)Pexp(-y(l +u)-‘) 
;+pu=o, ;+vu=o on asz, 
(23) 
where a, /?, y >O, p > 1, p, v>O, and where p, v may be + cc (that is, 
Dirichlet boundary conditions). These equations occur in chemical 
catalysis theory (cf. Aris [4]). In his notation, we have replaced u by 1 + u 
and u by 1 + u. We will mainly consider the case where p = v = CC though 
we will make some remarks on generalizations at the end. Henceforth 
assume that p = v = co unless explicit mention is made to the contrary. 
Then PM + u is harmonic in 52 and vanishes on 6X2. Thus flu + u = 0 on 52. 
By eliminating u from the first equation and using the change of variables 
u=y-‘w, a=ly-‘expy, we find that 
-Aw=~..~(w) on Q 
(24) 
w=o on asz, 
where f,(y)= (1 - y-‘By)j’exp(y(l +yP1y))‘). In the applications, it is 
natural to look for solutions such that 0 < u(x) < yp-’ in 52. We can always 
ensure this by modifying f for y > yb- ‘. Note that f,(y) + exp y as y + cc 
uniformly on bounded sets (in JJ). By Section 3, we can choose 52 such that 
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the Gelfand equation has a large number of nondegenerate solutions for 
some fixed 2. Since f,(y) -+ exp y as y + co uniformly on bounded sets, a 
simple degree theory argument shows that there is a solution of (24) near 
each of these solutions of the Gelfand equation for y large. In particular, for 
this 52, one sees that if y is large (and 1, /I are fixed), one may have many 
solutions of (23). This contrasts with the case where 52 is a ball if m = 2. 
Sincef,(y) is convex for y bounded if y is large, one can use Remark 2 after 
Theorem 4 to show that, for some star-shaped domains, the set of solutions 
of (23) may contain secondary bifurcations when we fix y, /I and use 1 
(or 01) as a parameter. 
We can also use our ideas in a different way for this equation. Assume 
that m = 2. For Sz a ball and a suitable large y and suitable A not small, it is 
shown in [9] that (23) has exactly three solutions, exactly two of which 
are stable and all are nondegenerate in the space of radially symmetric 
functions. Here, in the notation of [4], we are assuming that L = 1 in the 
time-dependent equations. However, since f,(u(x)) 2 0 on B, for all our 
solutions, the results in [ 121 imply that the linearization at a solution can- 
not have a nonsymmetric function in its kernel. Thus the three solutions 
are nondegenerate in I&‘,*(B). Hence for Q, as in Section 2 with all the 
B’s the same radius as B, and A, /I, y as above, we find that there are 
exactly 3” solutions and exactly 2” are stable. Thus, in particular, we have 
examples where 52, is star-shaped and there are four stable solutions. Two 
of these solutions (the ones other than the maximal and minimal solutions) 
need not have the same symmetries as the domain. In most cases where 
s = 2 one can use our ideas to obtain a complete picture of the solution 
structure for E d A < K if y and n are large. (The difficult case is where B, 
and B, have the same radius but the Q,, do not satisfy the conditions of 
Section 2.) 
The equations (23) are the equations for a single pellet of catalysis. There 
will usually be many pellets of catalysis of varying shape. Our results 
indicate that the solution structure and even the number of stable solutions 
depends on the pellet shape. Thus, it seems to me that one will have to 
consider more carefully the meaning of this model. 
Last, one might ask how important are the assumptions that p = v = 00. 
First, one can use a perturbation argument to give examples of multiple 
stable solutions with p and v both large but finite (and not necessarily 
equal). Second, our perturbation off the Gelfand equation is valid if p = cc 
and v is finite (or even if p is sufficiently large). To do this, note that we 
can always reduce (23) to the equivalent single equation 
-du=ol(l-fl~4+P(u))~exp(-y(l+u)-’) in 52 
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Here S = P(U) is the unique harmonic function on 52 which satisfies the 
boundary condition as/an + VS = /?(v - p) U. (If v = co, the boundary con- 
dition becomes S= flu on 852 while, if ,u = co, the boundary condition 
becomes &S/&r + VS = /3(&/&z) on 80). If we use the change of variable 
Zl=y ~ ‘w, CI = ly - ’ exp y, our equation becomes 
-dw=A(l -PyP1w+yP’Pw)Pexp(w(l +y-‘w)) in Q 
Once again we can think of this as a small perturbation of the Gelfand 
equation and hence for y large it behaves like the Gelfand equation with 
multiple solutions and with secondary bifurcations if Q, has the symmetries 
of Section 2 (and a,, is reasonably smooth if p is finite). One has to be a lit- 
tle more careful if v = co and p is finite in the choice of spaces. (Remember 
that we are assuming that ,u = cc or p is large.) 
5. SOME REMARKS ON LARGE POSITIVE SOLUTIONS 
Suppose that Q, are as in Section 1. We are interested in when the 
solutions obtained in Theorem 2 give all positive solutions of (1) for 
Q = Q,, under the assumption that there are only a finite number of 
positive solutions, all nondegenerate for Q = B. By the results of Section 1, 
we see that the only way this can fail is that there exist positive solutions U, 
of (1) for Q=Q, such that { li~,,ll};=r is not bounded. Thus our problem 
reduces to the establishment of an a priori bound in L" for the positive 
solutions of (1) which holds uniformly in n for D = Q,. 
If f is sublinear, this a priori bound is very easy to establish (because 
Lemma 1 implies that we have a bound for the norm of (--A)- ’ as a map 
of L"(Q,) into itself which is independent of n). If f(y) ~0 for large 
positive y, the weak maximum principle easily implies a bound for [lull m 
which is independent of n. If f is asymptotically linear, it is also usually 
easy to obtain bounds which are uniform in n. 
If f is superlinear, the problem is quite different and the result depends 
very much on the geometry of 9,. We consider the case f(y) = yP with 
1 <p< (m+ 2)/(m-2) though with care our arguments work for rather 
more general nonlinearities. 
Suppose we have 52, smooth satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 for 
which the positive solutions are uniformly bounded. Now by a simple scal- 
ing argument the unique solution uR of (1) (for f(y) = yP) on the ball B, 
has the property that I(uRIJ o. + co as R -+ 0. Choose R, such that R, -+ 0 as 
n + co and IIuR,II J3 3 n. Define SzL to be 52, u (BR, + x), where x is chosen 
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such that the two parts intersect and such that x is close to x,, where liz,, 
intersects BR, + x,, at a single point. (Since 852, is smooth and R, is small, 
we can easily achieve this. If necessary, we can shrink R,.) By the argument 
used to prove Theorem 2 (applied to the pair a,, B,” + x,), we see that, if 
the overlap is small enough, then there will be a positive solution u, on 
Q, u (BR. + x) near (in LJ’(B)) the solution which is 0 on Q, and the trans- 
late of uR, on BRn + x0. Hence 11~~11 m B n - 4 (since Ilu,Jl c4 > n). This gives 
our required example. Note that we can round off corners to make Qi 
smooth, that s2; satisfies the basic assumptions of Section 1 (since R, + 0 
as n + co), and that 52: will be contractible if Sz,, is. 
The above example (and its many variants) shows that, in the 
superlinear case, the uniform bounds depend on local assumptions on the 
shape of the boundary of 52,. (Note that QL is obtained from Sz, by small 
local changes.) We mention one variant of our above example which may 
be of interest. The uniform bound property fails for a dumbbell with a 
small bump in it provided the radius of the bump tends to zero sufficiently 
slowly compared with the width of the joining strip as in Fig. 6. 
We want to discuss briefly when the uniform bound holds. Before doing 
this, we need to discuss where large solutions attain their maxima. Suppose 
that U, is a positive solution of (1) (for Q = Q, and f(y) = y”) such that 
I\u,I/ o. + co as n -+ co. Suppose x, E Q, such that u,(x,) = )Iu,II m. Then 
wnII,)p-l 4&z> afu*Lz, is bounded. This follows since otherwise we 
could obtain a contradiction by a slight modification of the blowing up 
argument in Gidas and Spruck [21]. In particular, x, must be close to 
&2,. Moreover, by examining the arguments in [21] for blowing up near 
the boundary, we see that we also get a contradiction if 52, is smooth near 
JJ” E %2,, if the maximum of U, occurs near y,, and if, near y,, %2, can be 
expressed in the form z =f,(t) where the f, are uniformly bounded in C* 
and where the size of the neighbourhood of y, (in &2,) is independent of n. 
Indeed, if we examine the argument in [21] more carefully and if we use 
barriers, it sufftces to have local uniform estimates for the curvature of 852, 
near y,. If we do not have a uniform bound, the above result severely 
restricts where the maximum of u,, can lie. 
In some simple but not very interesting cases, the above remarks and the 
results in Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [19] suffice to establish uniform 
bounds. Consider domains of the type in Fig. 7, where the narrow “snout” 
has length a where a < 1 and the ball has radius 1. If these domains are 
constructed suitably, Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg imply that the maximum of 
FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE I 
a positive solution cannot occur in or near the snout and the results of the 
previous paragraph then give the result. Note that these domains satisfy the 
assumptions of Section 1 if the width of the snout tends to zero with n. 
These are a little uninteresting because they satisfy the assumptions of 
Section 1 with s = 1. 
More interestingly, consider Q, to be the union of two slightly inter- 
secting balls as in Section 1 except that we round off the corner so as to 
retain the natural O(m - 1) symmetry (Z, symmetry if m = 2) and so the 
width of the smoothed corner is very narrow compared with the width of 
the gap between the rounded corners (where, in this terminology, we are 
thinking of the intersection of Q, with a natural two-dimensional plane). 
Moreover, we assume the rounding off is nice as in Fig. 8. In this case, it 
can be shown the the uniform bound property holds (and thus we have an 
exact count of the number of positive solutions). We omit the proof here 
for two reasons. First, it is rather long and tedious and the techniques have 
nothing to do with the rest of this paper. Second, it seems likely that they 
can be considerably improved. The idea of the proof is to use a blowing up 
argument to show that it suffices to prove that there is no nontrivial 
bounded positive solution of -Au = up in {x E R": x, # 0 or llxll< 1) 
with u x =0 when xi = 0 and llxl[ > 1 and with u = u(x,, e) where 
e&!7 +x,. One shows that this is impossible by using a Pokojaev 
identity argument, by using ideas in [20] and [13] to get good decay 
FIGURE 8 
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estimates at infinity, and by using Grisvard [23] to analyse the behaviour 
near the singular points. We use the O(m - 1) symmetry to ensure we have 
a two-dimensional problem in order to apply [23]. The same idea still 
works if we have two balls joined by a tube which is much shorter than it is 
wide. 
The problem in the case of a true dumbbell (that is, a joining strip of 
finite length but narrow width) is unclear. The difficulty here is the 
possibility of a solution which is mostly concentrated on the joining strip. 
For simplicity, assume that m = 2. It is known that there is a positive 
solution u0 of - du = up on the infinite strip T of width 1 with uO(x) = 0 on 
aT. Moreover u,, and its derivatives decay exponentially. These results can 
be found in Amick and Toland [3]. Let us assume that the strip in $2, has 
length 1 and width K’. Finally, choose $ E C’(R) such that IC/(t) = 1 for 
JtJ <a, $(t) = 0 for JtJ > f, and $ is nonnegative. Then the function 
n”u,(nx) @(xl) (where c( = 2/(p - 1)) satisfies the boundary conditions on 
Q, and fails to be a solution of the equation on R, by an exponentially 
small term (by the exponential decay of uO). This makes what happens in 
this case seem a little unclear. 
6. A SIMPLE UNIQUENESS RESULT 
In this section, we prove a very simple uniqueness result. It is hoped that 
it will stimulate more work in the uniqueness question for convex domains. 
We consider domains s2 with C2 boundary in R2 which contain 0 and 
which are invariant under the maps (x, y) + ( -x, v) and (x, y) -+ (x, -y). 
(Thus 52 is determined by its intersection with the first quadrant.) 
Moreover, we assume that the part of 52 in the first quadrant is given by 
{(x, y):OSySh(x): O~XQ} where h is a decreasing function with 
h(a) = 0. 
THEOREM 5. If Q is as above and 1 < p < (m + 2)/(m - 2), then the 
equation 
-Au=up in 52 
u=o on SC2 
(25) 
has a unique positive solution and this solution is nondegenerate. 
Remark. This result was announced in [ 131. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that any positive solution is nondegenerate 
for 52 as above. To see this, note that it is easy to construct a C2 defor- 
mation of Q to the unit ball such that each intermediate domain Q(t) 
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satisfies the same assumptions as 52. By the remarks in Section 5, we have a 
uniform bound for positive solutions on the Q(t)%. (In fact, since Gidas, 
Ni, and Nirenberg ensure that the maximum of a positive solution occurs 
at zero, we do not have to worry about boundary blow-ups). Hence, by the 
proof of Theorem 2, we see that the number of positive solutions on Q(t) is 
locally constant in t. Note that we really use a much weaker result than 
Theorem 2 and that we use the invertibility result here. Since there is a 
unique positive solution on a ball, the result follows. 
We still have to prove the invertibility condition. By Gidas, Ni, and 
Nirenberg, any positive solution u is even in x and y. It follows easily that, 
if there is a nontrivial solution of the linearized equation 
-Ah=puP-‘h in 52 
h=O on aa, (26) 
then there is one which is (i) odd in x and y, (ii) odd in x and even in y, 
(iii) even in x and odd in y, or (iv) even in x and y. This is really a 
consequence of the symmetries. 
By differentiating (25) with respect to x and y, we see that the partial 
derivatives U, and uY satisfy the linearized equation (26) but not the 
boundary condition. 
We complete the proof in 2 steps. 
Step 1. There is no nontrivial solution of (26) of the type (i) or (ii) 
or (iii). We consider (ii). The others are similar or easier. We consider Ql, 
the part of‘0 in the interior of the first quadrant. Suppose h is a nontrivial 
solution of (26) of the type (ii). Then, on %2,, h is zero on the curved part 
and on the vertical part (by the oddness in x) and h, = 0 when y = 0. Now 
w  = U, satisfies the same equation as h. Suppose that T2 is a component of 
{x E 52, : h(x) # O}. On aT,, h will be zero except on the horizontal part of 
the boundary. If we multiply the equation for h by w, integrate over T2, 
and use Green’s theorem, we see that 
I ah - T3 an w = 0, (27) 
where T3 is the part of aT, not on the axes. Note that, by the parity 
conditions on U, w=O when x=0 and w,=O on y=O. Without loss of 
generality, h >O on T,. By the maximum principle, (ah/an)(x) ~0 on T, 
except at the corners of T,. Since w>O on T3 (by [19]) we see that (27) is 
impossible. Note that T3 is nonempty. One point should be made here. The 
result of Hartman and Wintner [25] ensures that T2 is smooth enough to 
apply Green’s theorem. 
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If h is of type (i), we can use the same argument except that in (27) T, 
should be replaced by i3T,. In this case, w  is nonnegative on aT, and 
positive on an open subset of aT,. 
Step 2. We prove that (26) cannot have a nontrivial solution of type 
(iv). We use the special form of the nonlinearity more here. Note that if u is 
a solution of (26) (possibly not satisfying the boundary conditions), then 
01~‘~~~ ‘)u(ax) is a solution for all a positive. In particular, by differentiating 
this expression in a at a = 1, we see that u(x) = 2/(p - 1) u(x) +x *Vu(x) is 
a solution of (26) (but not the boundary condition). We use this and U, and 
uY to get a contradiction. By Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg, u < 0 on the curved 
part of fX2,. If y=O, 
u,=2/(p- l)u,+xu,+u, 
=o 
by our parity assumptions. Similarly u,= 0 on x= 0. Thus u satisfies the 
same boundary conditions as h on the straight part of cX~,. Hence much as 
in part (i) we can multiply the equation for h by u, integrate over Sz,, and 
use Green’s theorem to deduce that ST, (ah/an) u = 0. Here T, is the curved 
part of 852,. Since u > 0 on T,, ah/an must change sign on T, and hence h 
must have interior nodal lines meeting T,. It follows easily (and here we 
use that we are in two dimensions) that there is a component T4 of 
{xEQ,: h(x) #O} not intersecting either x=0 or y =O. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that T, does not intersect y = 0 and that h > 0 on T4. 
On x = 0, z = u, satisfies the same boundary conditions as h while on the 
rest of aT,, h is zero. Hence much as before, we find that ST5 (ah/&z) z = 0, 
where T, is the part of T4 not on x= 0. Now on T,, ah/an -C 0 except at 
the corners and z < 0 (by [ 193). Hence we have a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 
Note that Step 1 is unnecessary if we only want to prove the uniqueness. 
We only use the special form of the nonlinearity to eliminate h’s of type (iv) 
with the property that every component of {xczQ,: h(x) #O} intersects 
both x = 0 and y = 0. The analogue of Step 1 of the proof seems to work in 
all dimensions (for suitable domains). The only problem is in justifying the 
use of Green’s theorem. Note that our proof of Step 2 uses essentially that 
we are in two dimensions. However, it seems likely that the proof can be 
generalized to cover m-dimensional domains with an O(m - 2) symmetry 
(as well as the m-dimensional analogue of our conditions above). To 
improve our result to three dimensions, we have to show that certain 
rather odd typed h’s cannot occur. (Every nodal domain in the first 
quadrant would have to intersect the three flat surfaces and the curved 
surface.) 
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It is unclear if our methods can be generalized to apply to the Gelfand 
equation. Finally, note that our ideas imply that uniqueness holds in 
Theorem 5 for domains C2 close to the ones in Theorem 5. 
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